Micromobilization through live streaming: the Elin Ersson case
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Live streaming is a media innovation that enables individuals to communicate with thousands of social media
users instantly. This article explores how live streaming
is used to support micromobilization in the context of
social activism. It focuses on the case of live streaming
from an airplane by the Swedish activist Elin Ersson. This
live stream aimed to prevent the deportation of an Afghani asylum-seeker from Sweden. A qualitative content
analysis of both the live streamed video and the viewers’ responses is undertaken. Two typologies for Social
Behavior in live streamed micromobilization are developed, namely Digital Support Behavior (DSB) and Digital
Rejection Behavior (DRB). Analyzing the content of the
live stream and the viewers responses according to these
typologies reveals that live streaming can support individualized micromobilization.
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INTRODUCTION
Live streaming can be used by individuals to communicate with thousands of other social media users. It
couples the individuality of outreach that characterizes social media with an immediacy of communication. This article explores how live streaming is used
within the context of social activism. A case study
central to the article is Elin Ersson’s live streaming
of the deportation of an Afghani asylum seeker from
Sweden. This case exemplifies the power an individual activist has to use live streaming in order to digitally mobilize support for a social cause.
On July 23, 2018, Elin Ersson, a 21-year old Swedish student activist, boarded a plane at Gothenburg
airport in order to stop the deportation of an Afghani
asylum-seeker. She stood up, knowing the captain
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could not take off unless all passengers were seated.
She insisted she would neither sit down nor leave the
plane unless the asylum-seeker left the plane. Enduring the berating remarks of some passengers and the
threats of flight attendants, Ersson stood her ground
until she gained the support of an increasing number
of passengers, including an entire football team, who
stood up to join her protest. Eventually, Ersson was
reassured that the asylum-seeker was escorted back
to the airport and she left the plane. When Ersson initially approached the man to be deported, a security
officer pushed her away. The idea of capturing a video
turned into a live stream, and, in the process, Ersson
produced what may be considered as one of the more
recent landmarks of using this mode of dissemination to support social activism.
Ersson’s video received more than 5 million views.
Viewers commented on her video during and after
the live stream. The language used throughout the
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live stream was mostly English, with some minimal
use of Swedish and Turkish. The live stream, lasting
14 minutes and 6 seconds is currently posted on Ersson’s Facebook page (Ersson, 2018; Ersson, n.d.).
News reports and analysis of this case largely cited social media reactions. Asia News Monitor writes
“The video shows the student attracting support and
applause but also hostility from other passengers”
(Asia News Monitor, 2018, p. 4). Similarly, BBC
News writes, “Social media reactions were largely
supportive of her action, although some people are
accusing her of grandstanding” (“Elin Ersson: Student fined,” 2019, p. 9). DW goes into detail, narrating the video Ersson posted, thus emphasizing the
visual impact of the live streaming, “A video is posted
on Facebook. It is a close-up of a young woman with
a flushed face, blonde hair and dark-green glasses.
[…] She is speaking English with a Swedish accent
into her smartphone camera and live streaming the
scene on Facebook” (Pham & Hakim, 2019, p. 1). The
Guardian stresses that Ersson’s emotional responses
were filmed, “She finally breaks down on the film, not
from the hostility of a handful of people, but from the
uplifting support of other passengers” (Saner, 2018,
p. 4).
Ersson’s video has sparked polarized reactions
that mirror the current European controversy about
migration and asylum. At a time when “the most tur-
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bulent political areas in recent years has been asylum
policy,” any public act related to the issue attracts attention (Andersson, Bendz, & Olofsdotter Stensöta,
2018, p. 307). This has also more recently become
true in Sweden, which was for a long time the country
that welcomed the largest number of asylum-seekers
(EIU, 2016). Sweden’s policies changed dramatically
in 2015, after record asylum approvals in 2014. Reasons cited for the change of policy include economic
and conservative political pressure, and a lack of support or reciprocal asylum policies in other European
countries (Parusel, 2016).
In Sweden, Ersson’s live streaming is typical of
the resistance tactics used by human rights and immigration activists when protesting against changing political ground in Swedish asylum policy. Her
video rapidly became emblematic of the conflict.
She gained relatively strong support online but had
to face repercussions from her government because
of a perceived violation of air-travel regulations. A
filmed adaptation of Ersson’s protest on the aircraft
was produced in early 2019, as a means of support
before her trial (Norström, 2019). On her Facebook
page, Ersson, who refers to herself as an activist (Sittstrejken i Göteborg, 2018), posted on her Facebook
page three hours before she went to the aircraft stating that it was not illegal to refuse to sit down before
a flight took off. Nevertheless, Ersson was fined 3,000

SEK. Furthermore, the deportation she aimed to stop
eventually took place at a later date (“Elin Ersson:
Student fined,” 2019). The video, therefore, is a testimony to discrepancies, not only among the public,
but also between governmental decisions and public
opinion, nationally and internationally.
Furthermore, the incident pinpoints the potential
of live streaming in the context of micromobilization.
The discourse around filming was central to the relatively short video, thus highlighting its importance
as a factor that impacted the behavior of those who
were present. The flight attendant and those who opposed Ersson’s stance had two requests during the
live stream: that she should sit down and that she
should stop filming (Ersson, 2018, 0:12; 1:37; 2:06;
4:07; 4:36; 5:19). The insistence on ending the live
stream underlines its significance. It is not unrealistic to hypothesize that live streaming contributed to
shifting the balance of power to Ersson’s favor. Her
position might have been considerably weaker if the
flight crew were not aware that their actions would
be recorded and documented, and potentially scrutinized by a large number of viewers.
RESEARCH QUESTION
This article explores how live streaming facilitates
micromobilization in the context of social activism. To address this research question, it employs a
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qualitative content analysis of both Elin Ersson’s live
stream and the comments posted in relation to it.
LIVE STREAMING AND MICROMOBILIZATION
Waldfogel (2017) maintains that the disruptive impact of new digital technologies cannot be underestimated. With increased access to opportunities for
communication, individuals can now play the role of
agenda setters, initiating responses and attempting
to channel public opinion. Social media abound in
examples of users who have surpassed major corporations and entities in their outreach by accumulating
millions of followers on various platforms (Marwick,
2018). Indeed, the use of terms such as social media
influencer or microcelebrity refers to what Cirucci
(2018) calls ‘celebrification’.
The potential for interaction amongst users of social media networks has also developed. With interactive features ranging from liking to commenting on
individual posts, individuals also have new opportunities to measure the responses of their followers (Lysak, Cremedas & Wolf, 2012). While skewed responses can arise from trolling and hiring respondents, the
opportunity to collect and analyze public response as
it develops in real time cannot be underestimated.
Wendt (2017) describes the difference between
live streaming and earlier forms of television as follows: “television is a form of communication that is
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unidirectional, institutionalized, edited and directed
towards an audience, while live streaming is bidirectional, decentralized, autonomous and contingently
produced for an audience” (p. 4). While the responses of followers and commenters to live streaming are
updated in real time, they relate, for the most part,
to an event that has already taken place. Andén-Papadopoulos (2008) and Feldman (2005) have argued
that the pervasiveness this brings about enhances
the power of media to add social value to any given
event. Live streaming thus redefines the relationship
between digital technology and event broadcasting,
introducing a new form of virtual attendance (Mueser
& Vlachos, 2018).
Live streamed videos reach their audience instantly and therefore maintain the spontaneity of live
broadcasting. At the same time, live streaming adds
an innovative potential for user interaction. Followers viewing a live streamed video can interact with
the sender instantly. This influence can in many cases
be mutual. Users on both the recording and viewing
end can impact each other’s feedback. The audience
can, in that sense, be considered “real time distant
witness[es]” (Martini, 2018, p. 4037). Users of live
streams can thus explain and modify their behavior
based on the feedback they receive. This can considerably boost the ability of the user who is live streaming to influence viewers.

This in turn introduces the potential for a new form
of individual micromobilization, which can impact
how public opinion is shaped (Hockin & Brunson,
2018). As Martini (2018) puts it, the fact that viewers appear to each other and are simultaneously active, creates a sense of community among individual
users. Martini (2018) observed that viewers of a live
stream might react to each other’s comments but
did not leave the main live stream. In this way they
formed a solid audience around the streamed event.
Funke and Spering argued (in Wendt, 2017) that unlike other forms of digital interaction, live streaming
provides the opportunity to observe viewers interacting while focusing on a single event that captures
their attention, thus making comments posted to a
live stream akin to thinking aloud.
Recent live streamed events have shed light on issues that would otherwise have needed considerably
longer time to come to the foreground of public attention. These include reports of the police shootings of
African-American males in the United States, notably
those of Alton Sterling and Philando Castile. Castile’s
live streamed death was viewed over 5 million times
within a week (Lehigh University, 2016). The legal
consequences and potential of the videos were also
controversial, as they raised questions of the right to
know about police violations, and concerns for individual privacy. This problematized the space between
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the private and the public, and between surveillance and information (Stewart & Littau, 2016). Live
streaming has also been used for commercial campaigns such as Nike’s #Breaking2 athletic records
campaign. In this case live streaming was argued to
be instrumental in guaranteeing authenticity (Davis,
2017). Live streaming has thus been used to support
credibility, whether in gruesome police shootings or
in sports and commercial enterprises.
Live streaming has also been used to support
terrorist acts. The public shootings at mosques in
Christchurch, New Zealand raised concerns about
how shooters and terrorists could use live streaming to popularize violence and spread terror. Russell
(2019) explains that Facebook was compromised by
its own technology as it scrambled to contain the effects of live streamed shootings in New Zealand. Live
streaming terrorist acts and mass killings were considered to signal a new era of public loss of innocence
(Peacock, 2019).
Public support for individual users of live streams
has also been the subject of some research. Lottridge
et al. (2017) argue that live streaming has become
pervasive, describing it as a ‘third wave’ of teenagers’ fascination with selfies. The significance of live
streaming increases with its versatility and its immediate connection to the younger generation.
Because of the potential for individual use, and for
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immediate authentication, live streaming became a
method of choice for protests, as demonstrated during both the Arab Spring (Thorburn, 2014) and the
protests at the site of Dakota Access Pipeline (Martini, 2018), which strategically used live streaming to
gain support for their causes. Chen (2014) considers
that increased viewing of live streams indicates that
live streaming will be an important feature of activism
in the future. Given the potential that live streaming
introduces for virtual attendance and interaction, as
well as enhancing authentication, this study explores
how live streaming can support micromobilization in
the context of social activism.
SOCIAL SUPPORT BEHAVIOR (SSB)
To address this article’s research question, I use the
concept of Social Support Behavior (SSB). This concept was developed in social behavioral and psychometric research to understand behavioral patterns
that indicate social support (Barrera & Ainlay, 1983;
Gottlieb, 1978; Pattison, 1977). Social support is considered multidimensional and, as a result, several
studies have attempted to shed light on its elements
(Curton & Russel, 1990). According to Cobb (1976),
social support is “information leading the subject to
believe that he is cared for and loved, esteemed, and a
member of a network of mutual obligations” (p. 300).
Kaplan et al. (1977) add an individualized aspect by

arguing that social support depends on the degree
to which an individual’s social needs are fulfilled
through interaction. A key feature of social support
is its combination of verbal and nonverbal modes of
communication. The use of both modes is understood
to minimize uncertainty and enhance the recipient’s
“perceptions of personal control in one’s experience”
(Albrecht & Adelman, 1987, p. 77).
Several categorizations have been used to classify
SSB patterns. Tolsdorf, in 1976, divided SSB into tangible, intangible, advice, and feedback behavior. Perhaps the most general overarching classification was
introduced by Pattison in 1977 who discussed social
support in social therapy. Pattison divided this into
two main categories: (1) Instrumental support: which
denotes tangible support such as financial or physical
aid; (2) Affective support: which denotes immaterial
support such as reinforcement, recognition, and esteem.
Other studies use alternative categories to analyze
SSB (cf. Gottlieb, 1978; Streeter & Franklin, 1992;
Hirsch, 1980 and Cohen & Hoberman, 1983). Mitchell and Trickett (1980) summarized previous research
and outlined four modes of SSB: (1) Emotional support; (2) Task-oriented assistance; (3) Communication of expectations, evaluations, and shared world
view; (4) Access to new and diverse information and
social contacts. Three years later, Barrera and Ain-
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lay (1983) expanded Mitchell and Trickett’s work to
develop six categories of SSB. These were divided
according to degrees of intimacy and material assistance, as follows: (1) Material aid: providing tangible
materials in the form of money and other physical
objects; (2) Behavioral assistance: sharing of tasks
through physical labor; (3) Intimate interaction: traditional nondirective counseling behaviors such as
listening, caring, expressing esteem and understanding; (4) Guidance: offering advice, information, or
instruction; (5) Feedback: providing individuals with
feedback about their behaviors, thoughts, or feelings;
(6) Positive social interaction: engaging in social interactions for fun and relaxation (Barrera & Ainlay,
1983).
According to Ko, Wang, and Xu (2013), Social
Network Sites (SNS), and in particular blogs, facilitate SSB. Basing their argument on the notion that
social support is a daily interactional or communicative process, they elaborate that “the interactive
or communicative process through which bloggers
reveal their moods, everyday lives, experiences, or
other information, as well as the audience response
posted in the comment box, can be considered an act
of social support” (p.194). It is therefore interesting
to explore what kind of SSB is engaged in during live
streaming, and how this in turn facilitates micromobilization.
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METHODOLOGY
I undertook a qualitative content analysis of Elin Ersson’s live streamed video and its viewers’ responses.
I used NVivo 12 to gather and analyze commentary
data and form word maps highlighting the most common key words. In order to explore the importance of
real-time live streaming in facilitating micromobilization, I divided data relating to the comments into
two categories, namely, those posted in real time and
those posted after the live stream.
To achieve a better understanding of the diversity of responses to the live stream, the analysis went
beyond statistical word mapping and delved in more
detail into the commentary. SSB provided the necessary tool to understand the commenters’ behavior
and determine the main themes arising. In order to
understand the patterns of behavior displayed a content analysis of Ersson’s live streamed video was also
important. This in turn supported an understanding
of the spectrum of reactions among commenters.
Thus, the video content is analyzed focusing on the
discourse and actions of the people on the aircraft,
noting specifically the changes in attitude that ultimately led to support for Ersson’s stance. In both the
video analysis and the analysis of the comments, SSB
is used to explore how live streaming facilitates micromobilization.

Research Ethics
This study adheres to ethical regulations for research
in social media in Finland. All comments and reactions have been anonymized following the guidelines
of the Finnish Social Science Data Archive to avoid
both the direct and indirect identification of users
(Data Management Guidelines, n.d.). Both the Finnish National Board on Research Integrity TENK (n.d.)
and Sveningsson’s model (as cited in Östman & Turtiainen, 2016) have been used to determine the sensitivity of the personal data used. Given that Ersson’s
video was live streamed and subsequently publicly
posted, I concluded that it was intended for public
use (Kantanen & Manninen, 2016). I exercised caution, however, with the comments that were posted to
the video. I preferred to protect the users’ privacy by
treating their participation as implicit (Villi & Matikainen, 2016) and, therefore, completely anonymized
their identity. Anonymization was achieved by paraphrasing and collecting common words rather than
quoting or specifying comments, thus rendering the
words and expressions used for analysis untraceable
and their users unidentifiable.
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WORD MAPPING
I grouped words related to specific concepts as they
were used most frequently in (a) Realtime, and (b)
Post-live streaming categories.1 The words used most
in Realtime commentary expressed awe and admiration rather than specific comments addressing Ersson’s behavior. They were mainly related to the following words: (a) Amazing: words such as amazing
and wonderful were the most common in all exclamatory expressions; (b) Gorgeous: interestingly, several
comments described Ersson as gorgeous. It is unclear
whether the remarks were intended to refer to physical attributes or were a way to describe Ersson’s actions as beautiful. It is worth noting here that of all
66 Realtime comments, none negatively remarked on
Ersson’s actions.
While the Realtime comments were unanimously
supportive of Ersson’s actions, the Post-live streaming comments, though still predominantly positive, included some negative responses (33 of a total
1385). The results for the word mapping of the Postlive streaming comments are as follows: (a) Strength:
words such as strong, strength, and power were the
most common; (b) Courage: words such as courage,
courageous, heroic and heroine were repeated frequently; (c) Fascination: The word amazing was consistently used throughout the comments.
There was no strong verbal pattern amongst the
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negative comments (n=33). The main pattern questioned Ersson’s actions by pointing out that the asylum-seeker who was being deported must have broken the law. The only words repeated more than once
were intended to insult Ersson and describe her as
unintelligent. These included the words stupid, idiot,
and buffoon.
DIGITAL SUPPORT BEHAVIOR (DSB) AND DIGITAL
REJECTION BEHAVIOR (DRB)
Upon observing that the provision and withdrawal
of support, were central to all comments, it became
necessary to examine the nature of support that commenters offered or withheld from Ersson. As a result, I set out to study support as the key behavior
displayed by commenters on Ersson’s video, whether
in real time or after the live stream. The focus on support behavior led me to adopt SSB to explore how live
streaming can facilitate digital micromobilization.
In identifying forms of support, I took the following factors into consideration: (a) The nature of live
streaming as a unique environment that is simultaneously immediate and distant, thus having the potential to garner emotional support but also clearly
spatially too distant for instant material support; (b)
The nature of social media interaction that necessitates internet access, which, in spite of increased
individual access, is still based on users’ socioeco-

nomic ability to have internet access; (c) The nature
of the topic of this specific incident, which is racially
and ethnically charged as it involves European and
non-Western tensions embedded in the current immigration debate; (d) The role of language, as many
of the commenters are not native speakers of Swedish or English as indicated by Facebook’s automatic
translation feature. Nevertheless, most comments
were predominantly in either Swedish or English.
This perhaps increased the reliance on emoticons as
a means of expression.
As a result of these considerations, certain kinds
of SSB were understood to be more relevant to the
nature of this study. For example, material support
cannot be instant in the case of live streaming. It must
be limited at the time of live streaming to the promise
of material support, which includes pledging actions
such as helping with legal representation if Ersson
needed it, or donating money if requested, and sharing the video to spread Ersson’s message. Similarly,
belonging as a form of support, in this case, is also
largely relevant to the nature of digitalized communication. It is manifest in clusters among commenters
who support Ersson or who defend her against other
commenters, as opposed to more traditional pre-digital and pre-live streaming forms of belonging that
could have been more physical, such as signing up for
a street protest or joining a political party.
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I therefore base the analysis of Ersson’s video and
the comments and reactions it received on categories
I modified to formulate a typology for SSB that fits
the digital environment. I refer to this new model as
Digital Support Behavior or DSB. I designed the categories of DSB to address the following forms of support. These categories are based on my observation
of patterns of comments in this case study, as well as
previous research exploring models of SSB. The categories are as follows:
1. Empathy: showing approval. Expressed by
sharing similar emotions as the poster.
2. Esteem: enhancing self-esteem. Expressed
through praising the poster.
3. Belonging: inviting the recipient of support
to join a group of people that share common
traits. An even more intense form of belonging can be expressed by defending the poster
against other commenters.
4. Information: providing information or advice
that can enhance the position of the recipient
of support.
5. Material: offering physical or financial support. Expressed by promising physical presence or funding.
In addition, I developed categories that reflect the
opposite of DSB, namely Digital Rejection Behavior
(DRB). These categories facilitate the analysis of a
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wider spectrum of responses to Ersson’s video. This
study therefore also examines categories that express
negative reactions or rejection. The aim of these new
categories is to reflect how live streaming facilitates
micomobilization in the context of divisive and polarizing issues, such as asylum and immigration policies. My categorization of Digital Rejection Behavior
(DRB) is as follows:
1. Disapproval: expressing an anger emoji or a
misplaced laughter emoji in a situation that
normally would not elicit laughter.
2. Questioning: showing a mild form of disapproval by questioning the rationale of the
post or the facts it presents.
3. Ridicule: showing direct disapproval by
mocking the post or making fun of its content
or poster.
4. Anger: showing intense disapproval by critiquing the post, or responding with accusatory statements.
5. Threatening: i.e. the opposite of material
support.

that consists solely of emoticons and written commentary. Not all Facebook reactions or emoticons
are straightforward. Some of them can have opposite
meanings. Like (thumbs up): indicates an initial degree of approval of the post’s content. Love (heart):
indicates an intense degree of encouragement of the
post. Haha (laughing face): indicates amusement. It
is contextual, however. On the one hand, it can indicate empathetically agreeing with the post, if the
post’s intention was amusement. On the other hand,
it can indicate ridicule, laughing at the post if its intention was serious. Wow (surprised face): indicates a
strong impression of surprise. It is normally deemed
positive, as in the sense of being impressed, though
it can also be used less positively to denote disbelief.
Sad (tearful face): indicates sadness, usually seen as
empathically understanding. Anger (angry face): Indicates disapproval. It is also contextual. It can indicate empathetically agreeing with the poster’s anger,
or, in contrast, can indicate anger at the poster.
As of 29th of April 2019, Ersson’s video was shared
53,608 times and garnered the following Facebook
Reactions:

COMMENTARY ANALYSIS
I divided the feedback to Ersson’s video into two
main modes: emoticons, known as Facebook Reactions, and commentary. The commentary itself can
be divided into two forms; wordless commentary
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Figure 1: Screenshot of total reactions to the video.

Figure 2: Screenshot of categorized reactions to the video.

The choice of reactions as a mode indicates a form
of investment in the topic of the post. Nevertheless,
choosing to post a written comment can be considered to express a higher degree of interest. On Facebook, comments can be displayed according to three
categories, defined by Facebook as follows: (a) Most
relevant: showing friends’ comments and the most
engaging; (b) Newest: showing all comments, with
the newest comments first; and (c) Realtime Comments: showing comments at the moment when they
appeared in the video.
Digital Support Behavior (DSB)
The analysis of DSB is carried out for (a) comments
posted in real time during the live streaming and (b)
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comments posted after the live streaming.
(a) Realtime comments. All Realtime comments
were positive. Esteem and Belonging were the two
most visible categories of DSB. Belonging is evident
as several commenters said they were “with” Ersson.
Many comments displayed belonging by using the
pronoun “we” to refer to Ersson as belonging to their
group. Esteem was clear in the repetition of adjectives such as awesome, and descriptions of Ersson as
strong and powerful. Given the short duration of the
live stream, there were much fewer Realtime comments (n=66) than Post-live streaming comments
(n=1451).
(b) Post-live streaming comments. The Post-live
streaming comments show more variety, displaying
all categories of the DSB model used in this article.
Moreover, there are comments that clearly fit the
negative DRB model, although they are outnumbered
by the positive comments.
Empathy is evident when commenters express their emotive responses to Ersson’s actions.
Some commenters stated that they cried when they
watched Ersson and that she brought tears to their
eyes, thus highlighting empathic reactions that parallel her actions. Several comments fall under the category of Esteem, as they focus on praising Ersson’s
actions, thus indicating that she is held in high esteem by the commenters. Many of those comments

repeatedly describe her as brave, with encouraging
comments along the nature of “well done,” saluting
her and showing admiration. Belonging is exemplified as several commenters use the pronoun “we” to
refer to Ersson as part of their group. Some openly
encourage her by stating that they support her, thus
bringing her in as a member of her group of supporters. Informational support is more tangible. Some
commenters provide Ersson with information about
other refugees. Others provide information about refugees from other countries. Some share the picture
of the asylum-seeker she held in the video. Material
support is illustrated as some commenters promise to
support Ersson in case she is in legal trouble because
of her actions, and invite her to share any problems
she might face in the future with the viewers of the
live stream.
Digital Rejection Behavior (DRB)
Disapproval is mainly expressed when viewers post
negative emoticons such as angry or laughing faces
without other comments. Their lack of commentary
can construe passive aggression. Questioning is seen
when some commenters ask Ersson whether she
knew if the asylum-seeker was deported for a reason.
Others asked whether she considered that he might
have committed a crime that deserves deporting.
Rejection behavior can employ ridicule. One of the
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most common words indicating DRB in the commentary was the word “buffoon.” Other commenters add
words indicating laughter, such as “hahaha.” In other
examples, commenters sarcastically suggest that Ersson take the asylum-seeker to her home.
An interesting example uses Ridicule to express
Belonging. One commenter defends Ersson by criticizing another commenter, who had posted an Angry
emoji to comments that were favorable of Ersson.
This commenter used Ridicule, to mock the commenter who was angry with Ersson. This is an interesting example of how the categories of support and
rejection apply to the comments posted as reactions
to original comments.
Anger, is more likely to occur in disagreement.
One commenter shows an example of Esteem by commending Ersson for fighting injustice. This prompts
another commenter to disagree, displaying Questioning in the notion of injustice, thus indirectly displaying a rejection of Ersson’s actions. Some Threatening
behaviour is evident when a few commenters command Ersson to sit down. Some even imply that she
deserves whatever legal repercussions she might face.
We can infer from this analysis that the reactions
to Elin Ersson’s live stream are overwhelmingly supportive. A total of 121,200 positive Facebook reaction emoticons are posted to the video as opposed to
7,800 negative ones. The supportive and negative
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behaviors indicate that all the categories of DSB and
DRB are present. The commentary also leans strongly towards support.
VIDEO CONTENT ANALYSIS
To analyze Ersson’s video, I used content analysis to
reflect on the following aspects: (1) Movement; (2)
Power shift; (3) Emotional response of Ersson as a
central figure, and; (4) Emotional responses of the
surrounding audience. The video analysis traces the
development of the live stream and explores how it
facilitates micromobilization on-site, and how this is
in turn reflected by cyber-micromobilization through
Facebook comments and reactions.
Reflecting the typologies introduced above to categorize the digital support and rejection behaviors
(DSB/DRB) Ersson receives to her live streamed video, I developed two further models of Social Support
Behavior (SSB) and Social Rejection Behavior (SRB)
to analyze the support/rejection Ersson receives on
the airplane.
The support she receives on the airplane includes; Empathy: As Ersson stands up and refuses
to sit down, she, at first, is met with curiosity (Ersson, 2018, 0:13-1:09). This is followed by considerable resistance from the flight attendant and one of
the passengers (1:39-3:53). Gradually, however, empathic behavior is displayed. Esteem: Ersson receives

more praise as she shows the picture of another asylum-seeker who is scheduled for deportation (7:59).
More passengers gather around her and look at the
picture she is holding. Support is reflected as passengers start looking at the picture. Belonging: A Turkish passenger approaches Ersson telling her that he
supports her and her stance (6:32). This indicates
that she is beginning to belong to a new group of supporters. Information: A passenger tells Ersson that
other passengers are standing up like she did (6:58).
Subsequently, more passengers volunteer to tell Ersson which door she needs to use. Later, the flight attendant notifies Ersson that she can now disembark
from the plane (12:41). Material: An entire football
team on the plane stands up in solidarity with Ersson
(6:55) followed later by several standing passengers
(10:20) showing physical and material support for
her actions. We also hear clapping and cheering as
passengers congratulate Ersson once the captain and
airport authorities agree to let the asylum-seeker off
the plane (11:36).
While strong, and ultimately effective SSB is evident in the video in support of Ersson, there is also
an undeniable negativity displayed in SRB. This occurs as follows: Disapproval: At the beginning, when
Ersson was standing up, some of the passengers completely ignored her (Ersson, 2018, 0:57). We see mild
interest from the passengers, but nothing indicates
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that she has garnered enough attention, let alone
support. Questioning: The flight attendant repeatedly accused and even threatened Ersson. He told her
that she was breaking the law, which she explained
was not true (4:03). Ridicule: One of the passengers
became vocally dismissive of Ersson and made fun of
her insistence to waste everyone’s time (5:05). Anger: The flight attendant angrily asked Ersson to stop
filming the incident (4:40). At the same time, a passenger accused Ersson angrily of putting other passengers, including children, in a bad situation (5:13).
Threatening: This is perhaps the strongest reaction of
all, as a passenger knocked Ersson’s phone and sent it
to the floor to prevent her from filming (5:18).
The online viewers responded in real time to the
video in synchronization with the reactions on the
plane. Support from online commenters increased
as Ersson’s actions garnered support from other passengers. In contrast to the situation on the airplane,
the Realtime comments to the live stream were all
supportive. This contrast between on-the-ground and
digital support behavior reflects how live streaming
facilitated micromobilization in this case by promoting DSB and SSB.
DISCUSSION
This study introduces two new typologies aimed specifically at examining behavior that supports micro-
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mobilization as facilitated by live streaming. These
new typologies make the analysis of live streamed videos possible both in Realtime and post-live streaming. In addition, by distinguishing between support
and rejection behavior, as examined by DSB and DRB
respectively, they capture the nuances of the behavior
of those involved in and interacting with live streaming. The analysis underlines the positive link between
live streaming and digital micromobilization and
highlights clear examples of digital feedback to Ersson’s activism when posted online. The distinction
introduced by DRB facilitates an analysis of negative
behavior and highlights its impact, if any. In this case,
the support provided through various digital modes
of communication, whether commentary or emoticons, significantly outnumbers rejection.
The content analysis of the video is useful because
it supports a comparison between live reactions from
individuals at the scene of the incident and viewers
watching the incident digitally. Digital viewers are in
turn divided into viewers of the real-time live stream
and viewers of the post-streaming video. This analysis
also reveals that the responses on location seem more
negative at first, whereas online responses are more
positive from the outset of both the Realtime and
post-live streaming commentary. A key detail connects the physical and digital spheres of the incident:
Ersson’s live streaming. The negative, even at times

violent, responses to the recording emphasize its significance, as it seems to curb more rejective behavior
and enhance Ersson’s position. The fact that Ersson
was addressing the camera and narrating her story
throughout the incident strengthens her reliance on
digital micromobilization as much as the reactions of
the flight attendant and one of the passengers show
their apprehension of live streaming and its potential
consequences.
The analysis in this article indicates that Ersson’s
ability to live stream and post a video of her activism,
directly increased her potential to micromobilize.
This is evident in the physical and digital feedback
she receives and the consequences of her live streaming. This was further enhanced by the recognition her
activism received on social media after the event.
CONCLUSION
This study investigates how live streaming can facilitate micromobilization by specifically exploring the
Elin Ersson case. By comparing the supportive behavior that the live streaming brought about (via an
analysis of the comments posted to the live stream),
to the actual events on the plane, it is possible to
see how the changing dynamics of the live streamed
events impacted the online mobilization.
Exploring the video itself and the comments received through the lens of SSB facilitates this analysis.
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Models of Digital Support Behavior (DSB) and Digital
Rejection Behavior (DRB) are developed to explore
how different dynamics occurring in the physical and
digital interaction with the live streamed event influenced and facilitated micromobilization. The lack of
DRB posted during the live stream could indicate that
Realtime live streaming is a more powerful form of
micromobilization than videos posted after an event.
At the same time, the post-live streaming commentary in this case also included very few negative comments.
Through live streaming, both the sender, Ersson,
and the viewers shared a controversial and significant
event, that would have been edited and controlled if
it were broadcast on traditional media. Its impact
gained significantly in immediacy and effectiveness
because of the access that both the sender and the
viewers had to the live stream itself. This study therefore concludes that live streaming has considerable
potential to facilitate individualized micromobilization.
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